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Lecture Outline
! From beneficiary to constituency 
! Building  a constituency 

! What is a basic income constituency? 
! A political paradox in funding a basic income 

! Further Difficulties 
! Symbolic contamination 
! Transparency against solidarity 
!Competing constituencies 
!Weak political responsiveness 
! Ignored constituencies
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WHY WORRY ABOUT CONSTITUENCY?
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The Politics of Basic Income

!Basic income is a simple idea, but its politics is 
complex 

!Basic income: in part “politics as usual”, in part 
something entirely new 

!Constituency as a political challenge
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From Beneficiary to Constituency

! Beneficiaries: policy category 
! Target populations: poor, unemployed, precariat, 

care workers, women, disabled, homeless, ...  
! Constituency: political category 

! Who amongst the beneficiaries are supporters? 
! What are the political levers turning beneficiaries into 

political supporters?
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What is a constituency? Four criteria

1.Vested interest (objective benefit) 
2.Recognized interest (awareness/acceptance) 
3.Willingness to engage in political action (collective 

action) 
4.Political capacity for political action: voting, funding, 

campaigning ... (political status)
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Marginal winners: a problem for the 
politics of basic income

! A robust basic income constituency requires sufficiently 
large group of real beneficiaries willing and able to 
expend political effort (not marginal winners) 
! Not all who benefit from a basic income form part of 

a stable political constituency 
! The distinction between net beneficiaries and net 

contributors masks a second politically important 
distinction between those who really win vs. those 
whose economic status remains roughly the same
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BUILDING A BASIC INCOME CONSTITUENCY
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Universal access, universal benefit?

! Basic income is universal, but not all recipients are net 
beneficiaries (taxation pays for basic income) 

! Level of basic income determines both number of 
beneficiaries and size of per capita benefit 
! low share of population renders basic income marginal 
! modest benefit may not translate in constituency-

building (willingness to spend resources) 
! Problem for partial basic income models?
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Basic income competing with other 
social programs

! Rate of substitution: basic income replacing social 
programs with closely related goals, which improves its 
economic feasibility (cost) 

! For many “beneficiaries” basic income simply replaces 
the old program at roughly same level: no constituency 
effect 

! Well-documented loss aversion/status quo bias effects 
work against introducing basic income even when there 
is a (small) net gain
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Basic income as social insurance?

! Expanding share of beneficiaries by including protection 
against risk of e.g. future job loss? (“precariat”) 
! Support for insurance > redistribution 

! Long horizon/implicit bias in risk appreciation suggests only 
temporary effect of lived experience (e.g. unemployment 
spell) (Margalit 2013) 

! Insurance against the correct social risk? Basic income can 
never (at reasonable level) compensate for loss of “good 
job” (Mughan et al 2002, 2007)
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Funding basic income: a political 
paradox?

! Taxation-based funding: if rate of taxation is too high, it 
creates an opposing constituency 

! Replacement of social assistance for basic income 
recipients is a potential solution (decreases tax pressure) 

! If rate of replacement is too high many experience only 
a marginal benefit from a basic income - marginal 
winners are poor constituencies!
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EXPANDING A BASIC INCOME CONSTITUENCY
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Five more difficulties

! Symbolic contamination 
! Transparency against solidarity 
!Competing constituencies 
!Weak political responsiveness 
! Ignored constituencies
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Symbolic contamination

! Continued framing of basic income as “free lunch” may have 
detrimental impact on those who would benefit (Steensland 2006) 

! “Morally tainted status” of one group (free-riders) affects whole 
policy: symbolic contamination 

! Symbolic contamination interrupts the politics of constituency-
building in three ways 
1.Refusal to take up/support the benefit 
2.Decreased political support across groups/classes 
3.Net beneficiaries are not considered real constituents: claims not 

taken seriously by the political system
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Transparency against solidarity?

! Broad and robust solidarity across classes depends on 
relative uncertainty/obscurity of who benefits and who 
pays (and how much) (Baldwin 1990, de Beus 2013) 

! Obscurity is one reason why universal programs work well: 
basic income makes winners/losers transparent, reducing 
basis for social solidarity 

! The smaller the class of net beneficiaries, the more 
isolated that class: reduced solidarity within universalism
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Competing constituencies

! Rationale of sequential basic income roll-out: start with 
unobjectionable groups, expand when the idea has been accepted 
there 
! Pensioners (basic pension), children (child benefit), non-contentious 

social categories (students, disabled), working-age adults 
! But why think that a constituency in favour of a basic pension would 

support a basic income for working-age adults? 
! No certainty that universal framing crosses over to other categories 
! No reason to think that current beneficiaries will support expanding 

the grant, especially as this may incur actual costs to them
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Weak political responsiveness

! Robust responsiveness of political elites to basic income not 
obvious 
! basic income beneficiaries constitute a relatively small/

divided and unorganized constituency (no special 
interest group) 

! basic income constituency is largely made up of target 
populations that are politically easily ignored (“deviant 
framing”) 

! Political support as cheap support (De Wispelaere 2015)
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Ignoring constituencies?

! Bureaucracy constitutes a powerful vested interest to keep 
a program in place 
! Public employees vote systematically for increasing the 

state budget 
! Administrative departments have many internal 

resources to counter program reform 
! Dominant negative view of bureaucracy: talk about 

“reducing administration” effectively alienates a large 
possible constituency of the program 
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Conclusion

! Good reasons for basic income is not enough, we also 
need political levers for building a stable constituency 
and enacting coalition 

! Focus on building a robust basic income constituency 
requires political effort and clear strategy to overcome 
the different hurdles reviewed here
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